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ABSTRACT: For iterative x-ray computed tomography (CT) reconstruction, the convex algorithm
combined with ordered subset (OSC) [1] is a relatively fast algorithm and has shown its potential
for low-dose situations. But it needs one forward projection and two backprojections per itera-
tion. Unlike convex algorithm, the gradient algorithm only requires one forward projection and
one backprojection per iteration. Here, we applied ordered subsets of projection data to a modified
gradient algorithm. In order to further reduce computation time, the new algorithm, the ordered
subset gradient (OSG) algorithm, can be adjusted with a step size. We also implemented another
OS-type algorithm called OSTR. The OSG algorithm is compared with OSC algorithm and OSTR
algorithm using three-dimensional simulated helical cone-beam CT data. The performance is eval-
uated in terms of log-likelihood, contrast recovery, and bias-variance studies. Results show that
images of OSG has compatible visual image quality to those of OSC and OSTR, but in the resolu-
tion and bias-variance studies, OSG seems to reach stable values with faster speed. In particular,
OSTR has better recovery in a smoother region, but both OSG and OSC have better recovery in
the high-frequency regions. Moreover, in terms of log likelihood with respect to computation time,
OSG has faster convergence rate than that of OSC and similar to that of OSTR. We conclude that
OSG has potential to provide comparable image quality and is more computationally efficient, and
thus could be suitable for low-dose, helical cone-beam CT image reconstruction.
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UNLIKE analytical methods, iterative reconstruction (IR) algorithms for computed tomography
(CT) are capable of modeling Poisson data noise, detector response and have more flexibility in
different system geometries. In addition, iterative reconstruction methods can reduce sampling ar-
tifacts in wide-angle cone-beam CT [8], or limited field-of-view data [9]. In particular, they have
been shown to outperform the analytical methods in low-count data. However, iterative recon-
struction methods are usually slow and require high computational load. Under the need for a fast
iterative reconstruction method for CT, Kamphuis and Beekman [1] extended the original convex
algorithm [4, 5] to ordered subsets convex (OSC) algorithm by applying the ordered-subset projec-
tion at each sub-iteration. They have shown increased speed and various performance of OSC. We
are interested in reconstructing wide-angle helical cone-beam CT data from an animal CT scanner
in INER, Taiwan [10]. Although OSC is a relatively fast algorithm, it needs one forward projection
and two backward projections per iteration. The extra backprojection in OSC might lead to more
computation load. Unlike convex algorithm, the gradient algorithm [2] requires only one forward
projection and one backprojection per iteration. Here, in order to reduce computation load as in
OSC, we apply ordered subsets of projection data to the gradient algorithm [2] and some mod-
ification in the step parameter. The new algorithm is called the ordered subset gradient (OSG)
algorithm. Another fast OS type algorithm proposed by Erdogan et al [11] called ordered subset
transmission (OSTR) algorithm, also requires only one forward and back-projection per iteration.
Here, we studied various step parameters in OSG, and compared the results of OSG with those of
OSC and OSTR by using simulated 3D helical cone-beam CT data.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the equations of OSC, OSG and OSTR
algorithms. Section 3 provides the simulation, and discussion on the results and parameter setting.
Conclusion is given in section 4.
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2 Methods
2.1 OSC algorithm
We define the observed CT projection data and blank scan by yi and bi with detector bin i= 1, . . . , I,
and the attenuation coefficient by µ j with voxel j = 1, . . . ,J. The expected number of projection
data can be represented by E{y} = be−Aµ . Here the matrix A denotes the system matrix with
element Ai j indicating the length of the i-th projection line going through voxel j. The update
































is the estimated CT projection data in detector bin i. The weighting factor or step-size parameter,
ωk, is used to ensure the monotonic increase of the log-likelihood.
2.2 OSG algorithm
In [2], the gradient algorithm updated attenuation coefficients by using all projections. Here, we
apply ordered subset methods to gradient algorithm, and updates attenuation coefficients µk,s+1j in

















As shown in [5], the gradient algorithm may not increase log likelihood or maintain non-negativity
for step size parameters t= 1. To remain non-negativity and ensure the increase of log likelihood,











The primary differences between eq. (2.1) and eq. (2.3) are the step size parameters and the de-
nominator in the second term. In OSC of eq. (2.1), one can see that the denominator requires one
backward projection and needs re-calculation at each update. However, the denominator of pre-
conditioner in OSG of eq. (2.3) is calculated only at the beginning of the update, and remains fixed
thereafter. Therefore, with the same iteration number, the computation time of OSG is less than
that of OSC. This advantage of OSG will be more significant in 3D cone beam and helical CT.
2.3 OSTR algorithm
The other OS type algorithm with similar form to those of OSC and OSG is the OSTR al-
gorithm [11]. The OSTR algorithm is a simultaneous update algorithm based on separable
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where L is the number of subsets, and Ai = ∑ jAi j.
2.4 Simulation
We used a 3D Shepp-Logan phantom with image size of 128×128×128, and with voxel size of
0.2 mm. There are 4 ROIs in this phantom, including soft tissue, water background, lung and
bone. The linear attenuation coefficient for water at 100 keV was 0.17056 cm−1 (µwater). We used
0.40682 cm−1 (µbone) for bone, and 1.1×µwater for soft tissue, and 0 for lung. The central slice
(64th) of this phantom is shown in figure 1(a). The simulated projection data is generated with 3D
helical cone beam geometry with 128 bins x 128 slices, pitch =1, and 120 angles over 360◦. For
the system matrix, we used a multi-ray system [8] for its computation efficiency and accuracy, and
a rotation-based matrix along with symmetric properties of the system matrix for further computer
memory reduction. The focal length is 83.2 mm and the distance from focal point to the isocenter
is 64 mm. We then generated 30 Poisson noise trials, and the counts in each noise trial are 10k.
The simulated data are reconstructed with OSC, OSTR and OSG using 12 subsets and with 5, 10,
20, 30, and 50 iterations.
2.5 Evaluation of image quality
To investigate the performance of three algorithms, we computed the following values. The average









where M is the number of noise trials (m = 1,2, . . .,30), T is the average activity in ROI and B
is the average activity in background (water). The average standard deviation (STD) for 30 noise













where N is the number of voxel in ROI, and µm indicates the reconstruction images of m-th noise
trial and µ represents mean reconstructed image over the M noise trials. The average bias for 30













where µ represents the phantom.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1. (a) This illustrates the 64-th slice of the 3D phantom with bone, soft tissue, lung and background
of water components, and its anecdotal reconstructions of (b) OSC, (c) OSTR, and (d) OSG methods. All
reconstructions are with 12 subsets, and 50 iterations.
3 Results
The anecdotal reconstructions of the central slice from OSC, OSTR, and OSG algorithms are dis-
played in figure 1 (b) (c), and (d) separately, with 12 subsets at 50 iterations. The reconstruction
images are visually similar at the same 50 iterations except OSC and OSG seems noisier than
OSTR. In addition, OSG looks sharper at the central 9 dots, and the 3 lines in the right hand side
of the image. From image profiles not shown here, OSG has better recovery in high frequency
components (such as lines and edges) than both OSTR and OSC. This can be illustrated in the line
recovery coefficient (RC) plots vs. CPU time in figure 2. Here, RC is defined as reconstructed
line intensity divided by the true line intensity. This is more apparent in the early iterations of the
reconstruction. This indicates that OSG requires less iteration than OSC and OSTR to reach the
same resolution.
From the log-likelihood plot vs. iteration (not shown here), OSC and OSG have similar speed,
and faster than OSTR in the beginning. But from the log-likelihood shown as a function of CPU
time in figure 3, we can see that the convergent rates of OSG and OSTR are faster than that of OSC.
The computation time per iteration for the 3 algorithms are OSC (1.82min) > OSTR (1.25min) =
OSG (1.25min). This means that both OSG and OSTR are more efficient than OSC in terms of the
log-likelihood value. The advantage will be more significant when image size is getting larger.
The plot of contrast vs. iteration in the soft tissue region is shown in figure 4. The contrast
recovery of OSG is slightly better than that of OSC, especially in the early iteration, and both
get closer with the increase of iterations. Interestingly, OSTR has higher and almost constant
contrast recovery than both OSG and OSC. This is probably due to the smoother result for OSTR
as compared to those of OSG and OSC.
In figure 5, we plot bias-STD for soft tissue at 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 iterations. From this
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Figure 2. The recovery coefficient (RC) of the line source vs. CPU time is plotted for OSC (+), OSTR
(circle) and OSG (dot) reconstructions. Line source RC for OSG converges faster than OSC and OSTR.
Figure 3. The log-likelihood value vs. CPU time is plotted for OSC (+), OSTR (circle) and OSG (dot)
reconstructions. Both OSG and OSTR are faster than OSC in the beginning.
figure, one can see that the bias-STD performances are quite similar for OSC, OSTR and OSG,
except that in the first iteration, OSTR has higher bias value. Again, this might come from the fact
that OSTR has lower and smoother image in the beginning, and this leads to higher bias values.
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Figure 4. The contrast vs. iteration is plotted for OSC (+), OSTR (circle) and OSG (dot) reconstructions in
the soft tissue region. The optimal contrast recovery for the soft tissue should be 1.1.
Figure 5. The bias-std curve is plotted for OSC (+), OSTR (circle) and OSG (dot) reconstructions at iteration
1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30 , and 50. All perform similarly except OSTR has highest bias in the first iteration due to
its smooth result.
4 Discussion/conclusion
We have studied an OS version of a modified gradient algorithm for CT reconstruction, and com-
pared its performance to the other two OS algorithms, OSC and OSTR. As compared to OSC, OSG
and OSTR need one less backprojection per iteration. In addition, with suitable step parameters,
OSG shows faster reconstruction than OSC. The bias-STD studies are similar for all three recon-
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structions. We have studied the speeding effect of some step parameters t for OSG. If number
of subset L is small, the formula in eq. (2.4) leads to a better performance for OSG than OSC in
terms of log-likelihood. However, this speed-up performance does not hold for larger number of
subset. We then tried with fixed t, and found out for a fixed t value around 0.6, the performance of
OSG shows relatively faster convergence speed than that of OSC, and compatible to that of OSTR
independent of subset number L. With this value of 0.6, so far, we have not observed any decrease
of log likelihood. However, systematic investigation in t is needed in the future.
From the anecdotal reconstructions, OSC and OSG have noisier result as compared to that of
OSTR, and this is consistent with the faster convergence in the high frequency region for OSG
(lines and points) while OSTR seems to converge faster in the low frequency region. For future
work, we will study the performance of OSG in objects with high variation, and the use of FBP as
initial image estimate for further speedup.
In the simulation, we only model the Poisson noise. However, further models on other physical
effects including scatter, and system blur, are necessary.
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